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Abstract: This paper presents the jig operating properties of the selected final parameters of the hard
coal concentrate. The quality parameters of the product, such as the yield and ash content, were
evaluated in terms of the technical and hydrodynamic parameters of the jig’s operation. The research
program included a series of experiments in which the efficiency and the amount of hutch water were
changed. The variables selected and analyzed were divided into two categories, i.e., one related to
the characteristics of the concentrate produced, and the other to the characteristics of the jig operation.
Models were built for narrowed particle size fractions based on concentrate yield and ash content
in the concentrate. In addition, a multidimensional analysis was performed, considering variables
such as machine throughput, which was determined by the flow rate of the material, the amount of
hutch water, the quality of the concentrate, and the amount of concentrate, as well as the accuracy
of the jig operation expressed by the imperfection. Two main parameters were taken into account
for modeling the operation to examine their significance of influence on the final responses in terms
of the possibility of adjusting the value of independent settings of the jig operation. The presented
approach to modeling the operation of the jig can be extended by considering the impact of other
parameters, taking into account the variability of the final effect, as long as it is allowed under the
industrial conditions of machine operation and the assumed production requirements. The approach
presented in this paper is a new technique, which was not found in the literature.

Keywords: modeling of jig; coal separation; quality parameters; hydrodynamic parameters; min-
eral processing

1. Introduction

According to sources, 70% of the world’s steel production is based on coal. It is the
basis of both the steel and cement industries [1] and, most importantly, it is considered a
fuel with a good calorific value among fuels burned in the energy sector through traditional
furnaces and rotary kilns with piston charging. Coal is also used in various industrial
plants, gardening and district heating. It is also used in many households, which further
increases the demand for this type of fuel. Its good calorific value ensures that the furnace
reaches a high temperature quickly, which in turn, reduces the amount of carbon product
used, resulting in less ash. From a technological point of view, coal accounts for about 90%
of the mined quantity. The production of coal concentrates based on energy and coking
coal is mainly based on the enrichment by a jig. Therefore, this process is one of the most
important nodes in the technological chain in the processing of hard coals.

The efficiency of particle separation in the jig is influenced by many practical and
hydrodynamic variables, as well as factors related to the feed characteristics, such as the
coal’s physical and textural properties (particle shape, hardness, surface roughness), granu-
lometric and densimetric composition, and chemical features. Hydrodynamic variables
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include water consumption (hutch water, transport water, and general water), water pres-
sure, and rheological properties of the medium in terms of its density, viscosity, and solids
content. There are also aerodynamic variables affecting the operational performance, such
as the frequency and amplitude of the pulsation motion, along with the air pressure used
to generate the pulsation [2,3]. The amount of material fed into the jig and its densimetric
composition play an important role in the quantity and quality of the coal concentrate
produced (i.e., calorific value, ash, and sulfur contents). Due to changes in the flow rate of
the enrichment material, there are changes in the absolute position of the density layers of
the bed. For instance, if the flow rate of the bottom product (tailings) is constant, it leads to
fluctuations in density separation and, consequently, to a deterioration in the concentrate
quality when the separation density is higher than the set point. If may also result in a
loss of concentrate in the waste when the separation density is lower than the set point [4].
In addition, the use of jig feed stabilization systems should ensure stable conditions for
coal-particle loosening in subsequent pulsation cycles and minimize coal particle dispersion
in the jig bed [5]. The results of the experiments showed that the amount of additional
water needed to properly loosen the jig bed during pulsating motion was necessary to
occupy the appropriate equilibrium layers by the particles according to their density. These
results were related to the grouping of particles by density from the heaviest in the lower
layers of the bed to the lightest in the upper layers, and thus the separation into products:
concentrate, excess, and tailings [6,7].

The type and water pulsation cycle are other key variables affecting coal separation ef-
ficiency using a jig [8,9]. In most used jigs, the pulsating motion is generated by compressed
air and additional hutch water, which is introduced to augment the rising water stream.
Through this, a better bed layer loosening can be obtained leading to a faster stratification
and a shorter separation time [10–12]. However, hutch water without a pulsating motion
can effectively loosen only small particles, as its velocity in most cases does not exceed
0.007 m/s [13]. The occurrence of optimal conditions for the amplitude and frequency of
pulsations to generate different waveforms and its effect on particle stratification is shown
in a mathematical model using the discrete element method. This technique is used to study
particle stratification during deposition [14]. The mathematical model was developed by
combining computational fluid dynamic (CFD) for liquid flow with the discrete element
method (DEM) for particle flow where the effects of variables, such as vibration frequency,
amplitude, and the size and density of ragging particles on the flow and separation effi-
ciency were studied [15,16]. In many studies, the optimization of the jig operation is carried
out mainly in terms of determining the density separation and identifying imperfections
based on the distribution curves separation [17–20]. Optimization using Yates’ statistical
analysis showed that the orderly based influential factors on the recovery of coal and
grade in a synthetic mixture of coal and quartz separated in a jig at narrow particle size
fractions were piston stroke > bed thickness > water level > particle size [21,22]. Tripathy
and others [23,24] predicted the quality and quantity of concentrate of non-cooking coal
using a multidimensional Nelder–Mead pattern. However, these studies were limited to
selected particle size fractions separated in laboratory conditions.

A dynamic model for the removal of coal products in the jig based on the principle of
conservation of mass for coal density layers transported in the jig bed was developed in
the work of Cierpisz [4]. It was used for the design of product unloading control systems
from the jig in real-world conditions. In another study, the celestite grade and recovery
were correlated to operating variables in the jig, i.e., separation time at a fixed water flow
rate and stroke length. For evaluating the separation results, the jig regression analysis of
experimental data and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to estimate the statistical
parameters [25]. The approach aimed at improving the efficiency of fine coal production, in
terms of quality and quantity, should take into account all stages of the process that affect
the final result, i.e., the product for the recipient.

Many authors in their works studied the issue of modeling the separation process
in a jig on the basis of empirical experiences, as well as theoretical works using various
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types of mathematical models: discrete element method, numerical, phenomenological,
heuristic, and other modelings. Following this, they developed a mathematical model for
the probability of the useful fraction distribution in the volume of the jig bed [26]. The
problem of loosening the jig bed under the influence of pulsating movements and the
modeling of this issue was dealt with, in particular, by Mishra and Mehrotra [27,28]. A
DEM-based technique was used to statistically describe particle movements in the jig bed,
and the dynamic modeling of the deposition system [29]. Modeling of the dynamics of
fluid motion as a function of the amplitude and frequency of pulsation of the medium in
the jig was developed to better explain the phenomenon of particle stratification [30]. The
particle-stratification model was also developed based on the assumption that differences in
particle settling velocity cause their stratification [31]. The kinetics of particle stratification
is influenced primarily by operational variables such as: pulse time, the pulse hold time,
the amplitude of the jig cycle, and the depth of the particle bed in the jig [32]. In spite of this,
under ideal conditions for homogeneous particles in terms of geometrical and densimetric
features, particle stratification occurs in accordance with the King model [33]. On the basis
of heuresis, the dependence on the settling velocity of spherical and irregular particles
in the jig bed was derived using the distributions of geometrical and physical features of
particles [34,35]. It was found that size stratification is not driven by a reduction in the
potential energy of the particle bed in jigs [36]. The phenomenological model of bed stratifi-
cation in connection with the DEM model, showed the mechanism of particle settlements
in the bed, specifically the relationship between bed porosity and stratification rate [37].
The use of neural networks to model the operation of the jig in real conditions can describe
a complex non-linear, time-varying dynamic system with an acceptable approximation of
the jig’s operating conditions [38]. Numerical studies on multiphase flows were presented
elsewhere [15,16], and the jig frequency was examined by Ferreira et al. [12]. An empirical
equation based on experiments on a laboratory jig model showed that the influence of air
cycle, inlet period, exhaust period, and air pressure on bed loosening are closely corre-
lated [39]. Optimization of the iron ore enrichment process in the jig was carried out in
order to determine the optimal height of the jig bed for various feed characteristics [40].

The analysis of separation efficiency in jig, according to the narrow particle fractions,
allowed us to notice that in the case of fine particles, the separation efficiency is lower
than in the case of coarse ones, especially for an experiment with the amount of additional
water being equal to 35 m3/h [7,41]. For these particles, the hydrodynamic conditions
of jig work connected with the amount of hutch water have the biggest influence on
beneficiation effects. For coarser particles, the amount of hutch water does not have such a
big influence on separation efficiency, but the separation density grows significantly. For
these reasons, the authors decided to check whether the influence of hydrodynamic and
process conditions can be explained using mathematical modeling in narrow-size fractions
and whether it is related to the quantity and quality of produced coal concentrates. Thus
far, no such studies have been found in the literature on the subject.

In this article, a statistical analysis was carried out and models for the operation of a
jig in the technological line of coal enrichment were presented. However, it is important
to mention that the quality of the final product is also influenced by other sub-processes
and additional operations, such as fines dewatering. The optimization of the operation
of the jig within narrow particle size fractions was performed for two selected operating
parameters. In this way, it is possible to observe to what extent and under what conditions
the particle sizes affect the operation of the jig and to extend the model as needed, taking
into account other measured factors. The described method of mathematical modeling and
optimization of the process creates new possibilities in the field of control and optimization
of the enrichment process. This is extremely important not only for mining companies,
but above all from the environmental point of view under the scope of quality of the
final product.
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2. Materials and Methodology
2.1. Experiment

Experimental studies were conducted in a coal jig, in which coal with a particle size
of 2.0–20.0 mm was separated. This is done for type 32 steam coal, according to Polish
classification. The ash grade in industrial conditions during sampling for each experiment
was on the level of 40–47% in the feed and mean sulfur content 2.2% in all experiments.
The series of experiments consisted of testing an industrial jig with three products and a
working area of 17 m2, operating in a mechanical preparation plant of one of the coal mines.
The trials were performed with a constant number of pulsations, i.e., 26 cycles per minute.
The system throughput, i.e., the feed flow rate, was varied at three levels of 200, 300, and
400 t/h. Samples of products were taken from the jig at three variable settings of the hutch
water flow rate for the set jig throughput, which were 35, 50, and 70 m3/h. A schematic
illustration of the studied jig separator is presented in Figure 1. At these parameters, after
stabilization of the process, samples of concentrate, midllings and tailings were collected
simultaneously within 3 min, following the procedures of representativeness. Subsequently,
each of the separation products was subjected to densimetric and granulometric analyses.
The flow and sink analysis was performed in zinc chloride solutions with densities of 1.3,
1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 2.0 t/m3, respectively. It was used to determine the accuracy of the
jig’s work separation. Additionally, the samples were sieved on screens with mesh sizes
of 2.0, 3.15, 5.0, 6.3, 8.0, 10.0, 12.5, 16.0, and 20.0 mm to determine the effect of variable
machine operating conditions on separation efficiency. In all size fractions obtained as a
result of flow-sink and granulometric analyses, the yields of the products and ash content
were determined. The scheme of the performed tests is presented in Table 1.

1 
 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of a jig separator.

The following factors were used to evaluate the jig’s efficiency: the quality, expressed
by the ash content in the concentrate; the amount of product-concentrate yield; and the
accuracy of the separation process itself, measured by the imperfection index in each
narrow particle size fraction. When changing the settings of the jig operation, i.e., changing
the amount of material supplied for enrichment, samples of the feed were taken and sieved
on the same screens as the enrichment products to check the uniformity of the feed in
terms of its particle size distribution. The particle size distribution of the feeds is shown in
Figure 2. A significant increase in the content of particles was observed in the 3.15–5.0 mm
feed size fraction, while the content of the corresponding particle size fraction in the feeds
differed from each other in the range of 0.6–3.0% in the individual trials. When analyzing
the variability of particle size for size fractions in individual trials at different performances,
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a constant level of the content of the finest particles <2.0 mm and size fractions above
5.0 mm was observed. The relative standard deviation was used to determine the degree of
uniformity of the feed:

|σ| = σ∣∣∣d∣∣∣ (1)

where: σ is the standard deviation and d represents the average particle size.

Table 1. Scheme of factor experiment.

Test Number Variable 1
(Throughput t/h)

Variable 2
(Hutch Water m3/h)

Float and Sink
Analysis

Size
Analysis

1 200 35 + +
2 200 50 + +
3 200 70 + +
4 300 35 + +
5 300 50 + +
6 300 70 + +
7 400 35 + +
8 400 50 + +
9 400 70 + +
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The calculated relative standard deviation for each feed indicated that the material
was uniform in terms of granulometric properties in the individual particle size fractions
and for each feed it was about 12%.

2.2. Model

The obtained experimental results in terms of quantity and quality of produced
concentrate and accuracy of jig operation were subjected to mathematical analysis, taking
into account technological conditions of machine work and hydrodynamic parameters.
The analyzed variables can be divided into two categories: characteristics of the produced
concentrate (yield, ash content) and characteristics of the jig’s work (throughput, hutch
water). Thus, the general form of the mathematical model is as follows:

y = f (throughput, hutch water) (2)

where: y is the dependent value, which was defined either as concentrate yield or ash
content in concentrate.
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The series of experiments were designed and conducted as a factorial experiment,
using different levels of variability depending on the nature of the variables. Two important
technological parameters for jig operation (variable 1 and variable 2) were selected as
independent variables with three levels of variability in each of the respective models. For
variable 1 (jig throughput), experiments were conducted at 200, 300, and 400 t/h, while
for variable 2 (the amount of hutch water), amounts of 35, 50, and 70 m3/h were selected.
When each test variable has the same number of variability levels, the total number of
individual experiments required can be written as follows:

N = nk (3)

where: n is the number of levels of volatility and k shows the number of variables.
For such assumptions, nine individual experiments on coal enrichment were carried

out to verify its feasibility enrichment. After spreading the collected concentrate on narrow
particle size fractions, nine particle size fractions were obtained, in which quantitative
and qualitative parameters were determined, which also made it possible to check the
enrichment potential of the material as a function of particle size. Since a series of tests,
in which the jig was tested under real conditions, was carried out in one work shift,
it was assumed that the coal used for preparation was qualitatively homogeneous and
characterized by constant ash content. A complete series of N = 9 tests were performed for
an industrial jig for the enrichment of coal. As defined in Equation (2), the working models
of the jig were calculated separately for γc and A. According to the above and in relation to
(2), it can be written as follows:

Y(γc, A) = f (throughput, amount of hutch water) (4)

where: γc is concentrate yield, and A denotes ash content in the concentrate.
All variables were determined for each particle size fraction in all concentrates from

the nine experiments.

3. Results

Figure 3 shows the dependency of the quality and quantity of the concentrate produced
in each particle size fraction on the variable operating conditions. It was observed that as
the particle size increased, the yield of concentrates in each size fraction improved, except
for the 12.5–16.0 mm size fraction, but for the lowest throughput of 200 t/h (Figure 3a). At
higher throughputs, the maximum concentrate yields were obtained for the coarsest size
fraction 16.0–20.0 mm (Figure 3c,e). By analyzing the quality of the concentrates, it can be
evidently seen that the ash content increased in the smallest size fraction < 2.0 mm and in
the biggest size fractions > 12.5 mm at the lowest throughput (Figure 3b). In the case of an
average throughput of 300 t/h, the distribution of ash grade in concentrate was at lower
levels with the maximum amount of hutch water for size fractions coarser than 3.15 mm.

On the other hand, for the jig throughput of 400 t/h, the highest amount of hutch
water improved the quality of the concentrate for particles coarser than 8.0 mm (Figure 3f).
The inflow of hutch water caused a movement with approximately constant velocity in the
working bed, which aimed to optimally loosen the bed layer, since the amount of hutch
water could regulate the degree of loosening of the material more precisely than with
compressed air [2,42].
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Multi-Factor Analysis of Variables Affecting the Effects of Coal Separation in a Jig

When considering more than two factors affecting separation efficiency in a jig, par-
ticle size and density as well as partition coefficient are usually taken into account. As a
result, the partition surface can be plotted and a stochastic model can be used to describe
the operation of the jig [43–46]. Multidimensional methods can also be used to assess the
coal processing effects. Such methods as the observational tunnels method [47], princi-
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pal component analysis [48,49], relevance maps [50], self-organizing Kohonen maps [51],
multidimensional scaling [52], and autoassociative neural networks [53] were used in this
matter. The evaluation of these methods’ efficiency can be found in [54].

Meanwhile, in the enrichment process of coal in a jig with a pulsating work bed in a
water medium, there are a number of variables that determine its progress. These are related
to the properties of the feed, machine settings, and the hydrodynamics of the process [55].
Therefore, to illustrate how and to what extent the analyzed parameters determine the
separation in the jig, a multi-parameter analysis was performed. The analysis considered
variables such as the jig throughput, which is determined by the material flow rate, the
amount of hutch water, the quality of the concentrate and the amount of concentrate, and
the imperfection. A three-parameter analysis was performed over the entire range of
variability, which also allows predicting, within a certain range of variability of individual
parameters, the results of separation for individual variables. Figure 4a–c presented three-
dimensional diagrams of the variability of the system Figure 4a (concentrate yield-axis
x, hutch water-axis y, throughput-axis z), Figure 4b (ash content-axis x, hutch water axis
y, throughput axis z), and Figure 4c (hutch water-axis x, throughput-axis y, imperfection-
axis z). Figure 4a clearly shows that the yield of concentrate also enhanced with increasing
the throughput. It depends to a lesser extent on the amount of hutch water added. Figure 4b
shows that it was difficult to obtain a consistent trend in the variability of ash content in
the concentrate as a function of yield and amount of hutch water. Therefore, the obtained
surface was wavy and the analysis of the influence of the independent variables on the
dependent variable should be performed separately for each particle size fraction. Figure 4c
shows that the highest value of imperfection was obtained at higher values of the amount
of hutch water and jig throughput. This relationship was also not homogeneous and it can
be assumed that the quality of the feed can have a great influence on the obtained results.
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional surfaces of the analyzed variables for all cases: (a) influence of through-
put and hutch water on concentrate yield, (b) influence of throughput and hutch water on ash content
in concentrate, (c) influence of throughput and hutch water on imperfection.

4. Discussion
4.1. Modeling Results

The results of the research allowed us to establish the general dependencies of the
operating variables of the jig in order to determine the parameters of the produced con-
centrates in terms of quantitative and qualitative characteristics and the accuracy of the
operation of the machine. The models described were related to concentrate yield (γc) and
ash content in the concentrate (A). The significance of each independent variable in the
model was tested at a confidence level of 1 − α = 0.95. The significance coefficient R2 was
calculated separately for each model. Table 2 shows the calculated models for each particle
size fraction and the values of R2.

Table 2. Models specified for each particle size.

Particle Size, mm
Concentrate Yield, γc Ash Content in the Concentrate, A

Model R2 Model R2

<2.0 γc = −7.38 + 0.29 hw + 0.06 t 0.85 A = 7.12 + 0.05 hw − 0.008 t 0.73
2.0–3.15 γc = −16.81 + 0.25 hw + 0.09 t 0.95 A = 5.91 + 0.02 hw − 0.005 t 0.85
3.15–5.0 γc = −17.13 + 0.32 hw + 0.08 t 0.97 A = 6.49 − 0.03 hw − 0.004 t 0.83
5.0–6.3 γc = 3.86 + 0.10 hw + 0.06 t 0.71 A = 5.19 + 0.02 hw − 0.004 t 0.80
6.3–8.0 γc = 10.37 + 0.17 hw + 0.04 t 0.91 A = 5.40 + 0.04 hw − 0.005 t 0.97
8.0–10.0 γc = 69.97 − 0.04 hw − 0.08 t 0.72 A = 1.81 + 0.02 hw + 0.02 t 0.97

10.0–12.5 γc = 78.10 − 0.15 hw-0.10 t 0.63 A = 1.30 + 0.03 hw + 0.01 t 0.96
12.5–16.0 γc = 17.61 + 0.05 hw + 0.06 t 0.76 A = 17.06 − 0.08 hw − 0.009 t 0.98
16.0–20.0 γc = 51.56 + 0.27 hw + 0.02 t 0.97 A = 21.83 − 0.09 hw − 0.03 t 0.98

The modeling results for the individual particle size fraction showed that both types
of models were characterized by high significance and high values of the R2 coefficient.
In particular, the models for ash content indicated a high degree of explanation of the
dependent variable by the variables water amount and yield of concentrate. For the fine
particle size fraction, a positive influence of the amount of hutch water can generally be
observed. This means that as the amount of added hutch water increased, the ash content
in the concentrate also increased. This trend was different for the coarse size fractions and
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for the 3.15–5.00 mm. In the case of jig throughput, it was clear that the relationship was
usually inversely proportional, i.e., as it increased, the ash content increased. Uniform
feeding is a prerequisite for the normal operation of the jig. An increase or fluctuation in
the amount of feed supplied or interruptions in the supply will result in a loss of coal in
the tailings and a decrease in the quality of the concentrate. On the other hand, with an
incomplete load with the feed, the throughput of the jig was not fully used and particles
of tailings or intergrowth entered the concentrate. An inverse relationship can be seen
for the 8.0–10.0 and 10.0–12.5 mm size fractions, but the values of the coefficients for the
variable t are not high. A high value of the R2 coefficient proved that these observations
were significant. Somewhat worse models were obtained for the amount of concentrate
yield, although the parameters of the model are still statistically significant. In this case,
the effect of hutch water amount and throughput on the amount of yield was generally
positive, i.e., the relationships were directly proportional.

Only for the 8.0–10.0 and 10.0–12.5 mm size fraction was a different type of relationship
found, which is also probably related to other values of the equation coefficients for ash
content in the concentrate in these size fractions. The quality of the model related to the ash
content in the concentrate increased with particle size, starting with the class above 6.3 mm.
In general, coarse particles were enriched more than fine particles, whose separation was
difficult to predict from a statistical point of view. The dependent variables and parameters
in the models were found to be significant based on the selected significance level of
α = 0.05. The previously performed heuristic modeling allowed the development of a
physical model of the separation function that takes into account the interactions between
the particles in the work bed of the jig [56]. The analysis of the correlation between the ash
and sulfur content in the feed and the particles size fractions, as well as the methodology
of the upgrading curves in the work [57,58], shows the range of possibilities for the choice
of an effective tool for the evaluation of upgrading, which allows the process control to
optimize the results obtained for the industrial upgrading of raw materials. However,
models for narrow particle size fractions that can be extended by introducing additional
variables have not yet been presented in the literature.

Limitations of the presented model can be defined as each model based on the em-
pirical results of its application is limited to a certain type of coal. As other tests showed,
for various coals the results can be different. The value of the R2 coefficient showed that
the quality of most of the equations was statistically good. However, the natural varia-
tion of the feed in industrial conditions may cause some discrepancies from the results
obtained during the test. However, it is worth noting that the experiments were conducted
in industrial conditions—so the results can be treated as representative of an industrial
practice. Anther limitation is that the preparation of coal from a certain narrow particle
density-size fraction in industrial condition is very hard. However, the results may help in
the appropriate preparation of the feed.

4.2. Validation

The models presented in Section 4.1 show a fairly high level of determination and thus
a high degree of explanation of the values of the dependent variables by the independent
variables, especially for the models on ash content in the concentrate.

All models are statistically significant at the 1 − α = 0.95 probability level. The mean
square error MSE, defined by Equation (5), was also calculated for each model from each
particle size fraction.

MSE =

√
∑n

i=1
(
yemp − ŷ

)2

n− 2
(5)

where: yemp is ab empirical value obtained from experience and ŷ is a value calculated from
the model.

Table 3 presents the MSE values calculated for each grain class separately for the
models for γc and A.
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Table 3. The MSE value defines the average deviation of the model from the empirical data.

Particle Size, mm MSE (γc) MSE (A)

<2.0 9.68 0.66
2.0–3.15 2.33 0.23
3.15–5.0 1.89 0.38
5.0–6.3 3.03 0.26
6.3–8.0 2.15 0.16
8.0–10.0 11.85 0.29

10.0–12.5 16.97 1.57
12.5–16.0 3.49 0.30
16.0–20.0 1.32 1.35

As can be seen from Table 3, the indicators of concentrate production obtained from
the model deviate on average from the actual values in the range of 1.32% to 16.97%. The
ash content in the concentrate was in the range of 0.16% to 1.57%. The modeling results for
concentrate quality, i.e., ash content in the concentrate, proved to be much better.

5. Conclusions

Processing in a jig is a mineral separation method that has been used successfully for
several centuries, but there is no theory or mathematical model that would accurately and
unambiguously explain the mechanism of the separation process. The working chamber of
the setting machine has always been treated as a “black box” through which the feed layer
passed and after its passage two or more separation products were obtained. Visually, it
is impossible to observe the movement of the particles in the working chamber of the jig,
except for the upper layer of the bed and the particles located near the walls of the chamber.

The research presented in this article is a different approach to modeling the work of
the jig. A new way was shown to evaluate the influence of dependent variables on the
parameters of the produced concentrate in terms of its quantity and quality in particle size
fractions using simple modeling tools. A high level of model fit was obtained, especially for
the case with ash content in the concentrate, for which only in one case was the value of the
coefficient of determination R2 less than 80% for the smallest particle size fraction, i.e., less
than 2 mm. Lower coefficients of determination were obtained for models with a variable
such as a concentrate yield, which in four cases were below 80%, proving the poorer quality
of the model. Validation of the obtained model with real operating results for concentrate
quality shows a high level of accuracy. This proves that the chosen approach to modeling
was correct. On the other hand, the validation of the model for concentrate production,
especially in the 8.0–10.0 and 10.0–12.5 mm size fractions, showed a low degree of accuracy.
The analysis of the results and the developed mathematical models in narrow particle size
fractions of the concentrate showed that for particles of 2.0–8.0 mm and in the size fraction
10.0–12.5 mm, at a throughput of 200 t/h and a small addition of hutch water, it is possible
to obtain a very good quality concentrate, in which ash is about 6%. For these size fractions,
the values of the coefficients of variable 1 (throughput) and variable 2 (hutch water) are
very low. However, a similar relationship between the model in particle size fraction and
concentrate yield cannot be observed.

As a result of observations and developed models, it was found that in the case of
outflows, the influence of the amount of hutch water and throughput is relatively greater,
which is evidenced not only by high R2 values, but also by higher values of the coefficients
of the regression equations. For the finer size fraction, the influence of both of these
parameters is positive, similarly for the smallest size fraction. Only in the 8.0–10.0 and
10.0–12.5 mm size fractions is this relationship inverse, but the quality of the models for
these classes is the worst, which may be the reason for the not fully correct assessment of
the process. One can also pay attention to the small values of these coefficients, which,
taking into account the confidence intervals, may change their sign in the model. In the
case of models for ash content, their quality is very high, but the relative effect of hutch
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water and yield is small in terms of the value of the measured random variable. The values
of the coefficients are close to zero, which means that despite the significant dependence,
their influence on the ash content is relatively small.

The multi-variant analysis allowed us to determine the optimal areas for the operation
of the jig to produce coal concentrate in terms of quantity and quality, as well as the settings
for the operation of the machine: throughput and amount of hutch water and accuracy of
the operation of the jig. The presented working models of the jig refer to a specific machine
used in a plant for the enrichment of coal. The proposed approach can be implemented in
the coal enrichment plant for another type of jig; however, special care should be taken in
sampling to ensure that the samples are representative.

The statistical methodology of optimizing the process using regression modeling
presented in this manuscript is different from the traditionally used methods and tools for
assessing the beneficiation process in a jig, and above all, it allows for a close look at the
results of coal separation in narrow particle size fractions. The multifaceted development
of the research material, both based on regression models and multidimensional analysis,
indicated the diversity in the beneficiation of fine and coarse particles in the range of
particle size directed to beneficiation in the jig, which is a generally known fact but not
necessarily used in industrial practice.
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